In spite of free-atom electronic-relaxation contributions to transition-metal cohesive-energies, numerous studies have misused the latter instead of using the solid-state interatomic bondenergy in modeling bulk and surface properties. This work reveals that eliminating the free-atom contributions from experimental cohesive-energies leads to highly accurate linear correlations of the resultant bond-energies with melting temperatures and enthalpies, as well as with inverse thermal-expansion coefficients, specifically for the fcc transition-metals. Likewise, predictions of surface segregation phenomena in Cu-Pd and Au-Pd alloys on the basis of the modified energetics are in much better agreement with reported low-energy ion scattering spectroscopy (LEISS) experimental results, as compared to the use of cohesiveenergy values. A last demonstration of the problem and its solution involves the significant impact of the modification on segregation (separation) phase transitions in Cu-Ni model nanoparticles.
Introduction
The cohesive-energy ('atomization-energy') defined as the ground-state energy difference (at 0 K) between the free-and solid-state atoms,
has been often used in modeling (and parametrization) of trans ition-metal (TM) properties. In particular, attempts to find relationships between E coh and thermal characteristics were reported. However, quite rough correlations with melting points [1] or with linear thermal-expansion coefficients [2, 3] were obtained. As discussed in detail in the present article, these deviations from linearity are attributed to the misuse of E coh instead of employing genuine solid-state interatomic bond-energy (per atom, E b , 'valence bond energy'). The same problem can be quite commonly found in studies of completely different properties, e.g. in modeling of equilibrium arrangements of constituent atoms ('compositional configurations') in alloy nanoparticles (NPs). Thus, in the derivation of semiempirical interatomic potential parameters within the tightbinding based second-moment approximation (TB-SMA), and in embedded-atom methods (EAM, MAEAM), experimentally derived E coh were mostly used [4, 5] , while some other studies employed density functional theory (DFT) computed values [6] . More recent examples comprise modeling of compositional configuration in binary [7] [8] [9] [10] and ternary [11] TM alloy NPs, including surface segregation phenomena and structural transitions [10] . A more direct involvement of E coh in modeling of NPs appeared in the framework of the bond-order-simulation approach [12] . It should be highlighted that all the above studies (and these are only a few examples) contain a fundamental flaw due to the generally unrecognized contribution of purely atomic origin (∆E atom ) to the cohesive-energy that has nothing to do with E b , which is relevant alone to all of the above properties,
In particular, ∆E atom = E exc atom − E 0 atom , namely it is the energy needed to take the electronically-relaxed free atom from its magnetic ground-state to an excited-state similar to the non-magnetic ground-state atomic configuration in the solid-state metal [13, 14] (analogously to equation (1),
. This E coh modification consists of s to d electronic promotion energy ( E pro ) plus the magnetic spinpolarization energy ( E sp , in accordance with Hund's first rule). The latter was computed for the 3d, 4d and 5d series using the local spin-density approximation (LSDA) [13, 14] , whereas E pro can be obtained from spectroscopic data [15] . It can be noted that generalized gradient approximation (GGA) based computations of 3d TM cohesive-energies gave better agreement with experimental values [16] . In such experiments, usually comprising vapour pressure versus temperature measurements, the very fast electronic-relaxation of the excited free-atoms into the ground-state is already manifested in the measured E coh . (A different route involves DFT direct computations of E b [17] .) Taken from the commonly used compilation by Kittel [18] , experimental E coh values are presented in table 1 together with the ∆E atom contributions and the resultant bond-energies of eight 3d, 4d and 5d TM elements [13] , including the constituents of the alloys chosen for this study. It is somewhat puzzling that the very similar E coh values of Au and Pd (~2% difference) was not noted in studies of Au-Pd bulk alloys and alloy NPs [19] , especially with respect to their much larger melting-point difference (35%), for example. Thus, the value of ∆E atom for Pd is about 6 times larger than for Au (and Cu), suggesting considerable differences in E b -related solid-state bulk and surface properties. It should be noted that only few articles recognized the need to make the corresponding modification of E coh [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In particular, it was taken into account for the first time by Methfessel, Hennig and Scheffler [20] in estimating surfaceenergies of 4d TMs within the 'bond-cutting' model. The issue was raised also in our more recent study [21] , which highlighted for one property (surface segregation in Pt-Rh NPs) the erroneous results obtained by using (unmodified) cohesive-energies. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, there is still an ongoing misuse of cohesive-energies in modeling TM properties. This work aims at comprehensively elucidating this unfounded practice, and especially to demonstrate how elimination of the flaw, namely using computed modifications mostly available in the literature, yields highly improved correlations with pertinent solid-state thermal properties, such as the TM melting temperature and enthalpy. A second issue within the framework of the present study involves surface segregation [25] in the above-mentioned bulk alloys using E b values that lead to a much better agreement with experimental results. Finally, a great detrimental impact of using unmodified E coh (instead of E b ) on phase stability and transitions in Cu-Ni nanoparticles is presented.
The study focuses on fcc metals since interatomic bonding in bcc structures is more complex, namely it involves besides nearest-neighbour bonds also quite significant next-nearestneighbour interactions. Furthermore, quite large (and possibly less accurate) bond-energies were predicted for elements in the middle of the hcp-bcc-hcp-fcc structural sequences of the TM series in the periodic table [13] . Therefore, the corresponding bcc and hcp metals were avoided.
Results and discussion

Thermal properties
Regarding melting temperatures (T m ), their empirical correlations with cohesive-energies has long been claimed. Later, a simple theoretical expression was derived using the Debye phonon model while employing lattice anharmonicity [1] ,
but without noting that E coh of TMs contains free-atom contributions. Figure 1 presents T m values of the eight fcc TMs, taken [18] , and the corresponding interatomic bond-energies ( E b ) of fcc transitionmetals (the dotted blue line represents the least-squares linear fit, while the red line serves only as a guide to the eye). The remarkable improvement in linear correlation in the case of E b is due to the elimination of free-atom electronic-relaxation contributions to E coh .
from [26] , plotted versus experimental cohesive-energies [18] and versus correct bond energies ( E b [13] , according to equation (2)). As can be clearly seen, the improvement of the linear correlation is remarkable, with increased goodness-of-fit ( R 2 ) from 0.91 when using E coh to 0.99 for the case of E b . It can be noted that a similar scatter in T m versus E coh plot was previously ignored [1] . The slope of T m versus E b /k B gives 0.029 ± 0.001 that deviates only by a few percent from the one given by the equation (3) approximation (the slope versus E coh /k B gives 0.03 ± 0.01). A closely related thermal property is the enthalpy of melting given by,
The entropy of melting ∆S m for fcc metals is nearly constant (≈ 1.2R) according to the interstitialcy theory of condensed matter [27, 28] and the empirical Richard's rule (obeyed by the present data, i.e. ∆S m = (1.15 ± 0.03) R). Hence, ∆H m is expected to behave similarly to T m , namely, combination with equation (3) gives, Figure 2 shows the improved linear correlation, with R 2 increasing from 0.94 to 0.98 for E coh and E b , respectively. Thus, the modified E coh is again rightly used, since the eliminated free-atom contributions are irrelevant to the melting enthalpy that involves the two condensed phases only. The fitted slopes obtained for E coh and E b are 3.7 ± 0.2 and 3.3 ± 0.1, respectively, the former being in better agreement with the equation (5) approximation. Likewise, the reported rough proportionality between vaporization energies (or enthalpies) of liquid metals ( E vap ) and their melting temperatures [29] should be improved by eliminating free-atom contributions from the former thermodynamic property ( E l b = E vap + ∆E atom , analogously to equation (2)). Indeed, making the same modifications for the fcc TMs by using the same reported DFT data as employed for E coh [13] together with E vap data taken from [30] , raises R An additional bond-energy related thermal property considered in the present context is the thermal-expansion coefficient, α. It was claimed by previous works that it correlates inversely with the solid E coh [2] (as well as with the liquid E vap [3] ). Yet, the problem associated with E coh (and E vap ) containing also contributions from the free-atom electronicrelaxation (while α is a purely condensed-phase property) was entirely ignored, thus providing only rough correlations between the two. Figure 4 demonstrates unequivocally how choosing E b improves significantly the linear relationship also with 1/α (R 2 increases from 0.95 to 0.98). The corresponding fitted slopes are very close (within the confidence intervals), (2.0 ± 0.2) × 10 4 and (1.8 ± 0.1) × 10 4 for E coh and E b , respectively. Using the theoretical expression [1] , [13] for Rh and Ir). Regarding hcp metals at the left-hand-side of the TM series, elimination of ∆E atom from the experimental cohesive-energies also leads to quite significant improvement of the T m and ∆H m versus energy linearities. 
Equilibrium surface segregation in Au-Pd and Cu-Pd alloys
This different kind of modeling comprises the computation of all atomic-site concentrations. Au-Pd and Cu-Pd have been chosen mainly because of the above-mentioned large differences in ∆E atom of the corresponding two constituents, while their E coh is similar, and because of the availability of reliable experimental data obtained with the highly surface-sensitive low-energy ion scattering spectroscopy (LEISS). The statistical-mechanical free-energy concentration expansion method (FCEM [31, 32] ), using as input elemental pair bond energies in the bulk (w b = E b /6 in fcc), near-surface coordinationdependent bond-energy variations (CBEV [22] ), and the effective-pair-interactions (V), was employed in the computations. The CBEV is a two-layer model yielding intra-surface and inter-surface/subsurface pair-bond strengthenings (figure 5), which are extracted from elemental surface-energies and cohesive-energies (with or without modification, namely E b or E coh ). Typically, V is also amplified for the intra-surface and inter-surface/subsurface pairs [33] . The output after freeenergy minimization (using MATLAB) comprises surface segregation levels and concentration profiles. Figure 6 (a) presents surface-layer composition data measured for several Au-Pd alloys [34, 35] together with the computed results. The agreement of the E b -based computations with the experimental values is generally better (with rms of 0.06 versus 0.15 eV for the unmodified E coh ). The systematically higher Au segregation levels as compared to the E coh -based ones are associated mainly with a much larger difference in E b between Au and Pd (table 1) , namely, the 'bond-breaking' driving-force for segregation of the element having weaker bonds (Au) increases significantly after eliminating the free-atom contribution. Moreover, the subsurface layer composition computed with E b differs significantly from the one obtained using E coh , namely, resulting in oscillatory versus monotonous profile ( figure 6(b) ). The origin of this change stems from the greatly different CBEV bond strengthening obtained using the two energetics. In particular, with E b the extra strengthening of (1 0 0) surface-subsurface Pd-Pd bond relative to Au-Au (131 versus 105 meV for 4 broken bonds, figure 5 ) 'sends' Pd atoms to the subsurface below the Au-enriched surface layer ( figure 6(b) ), whereas with E coh the CBEV magnitudes derived for the two elements are in inverse order and closer (87 versus 98 meV for the same coordination) directing Au to the subsurface.
Segregation in a Cu-Pd alloy has been included here in virtue of the reported combination of LEISS with x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which unlike the toplayer sensitivity of the former technique is sensitive to several near-surface atomic layers (another merit of this choice is the well-defined experimental (1 1 1) surface orientation) . The oscillatory concentration profile obtained with E b (figure 6(c)) shows quite a good agreement with the Cu surface segregation level determined by LEISS as well as with the XPS results [36] that clearly point toward a Cu depleted subsurface. The profile resembles that of Au-Pd ( figure 6(b) ), but the deviations from the E coh -based one are smaller (rms of 0.026 versus 0.098). A complete elucidation of all comparative features of the concentration profiles (figure 6(b) versus figure 6(c)), in terms of energetic factors including CBEV is beyond the scope of this article.
Nanophase segregation (separation) diagrams of Cu-Ni nanoparticles
A last case demonstrating the problematic use of cohesiveenergies instead of actual solid-state interatomic bond-energies involves modeling of phase segregation and transition temperatures in Cu-Ni truncated-octahedra. Previous studies that focused on few overall compositions only [6, 37, 38] predicted an asymmetric off-centre Cu/Ni Janus-like compositional configuration (JA) as the most stable at relatively low temper atures, which was found also by STEM/EDX measurements [39] . Indeed, according to our preliminary FCEM/ CBEV computations that involve fewer concentration variables when combined with the coarse-grained layer model, CGLM [40] , this configuration is obtained for almost all compositions (excluding the very dilute ones) when the bondenergies of Cu and of Ni are used as input (E b , table 1). This is shown in the computed partial nanophase diagram (figure 7). The JA configuration persists at temperatures up to transitions to a quasi-mixed random configuration, RA. However, with E coh as input, the JA becomes less stable until an intermediate region of core-shell (CS) stability erroneously appears for Ni core concentrations between ∼ 0.3-0.7. In addition, the trans itions to RA configurations occur at somewhat lower temper atures compared to the E b -based results. The JA apparent destabilization originates from the different CBEV inputs that are obtained with E coh versus E b , namely, in the former case the reduced difference between the constituent energies (0.9 versus 1.2 eV, table 1) leads to ~50% smaller preferential strengthening of the Ni over Cu surfacesubsurface bonds (δw Ni inter-surf/subsurf versus δw Cu inter-surf/subsurf ). Therefore, the tendency of Ni atoms to accumulate at the subsurface atomic layer, and thereby to trigger the formation of off-centre Ni aggregate as one side of JA configuration, is diminished (an analogous mechanism was predicted also in our previous study of Pt-Ir NPs [24] ). More details of the modeled Cu-Ni nanoparticle separation diagrams will be given elsewhere. Clearly, in this case of nanophase stability The corresponding near-surface concentrations computed for the 10% Au film: oscillatory versus monotonous profile (together with the LEISS value measured for the surface layer). (c) FCEM/CBEV near-surface concentration profiles computed for bulk Cu-Pd (1 1 1) (900 K), and the value measured by LEISS for the surface layer of the alloy thick film on Mo(1 1 0) [36] . The E b -based profile agrees with reported XPS measurements. and transitions the indirect impact of altering basic interatomic energetics is substantial.
Conclusions
This study demonstrates through a variety of different condensed-matter properties that the use of cohesive-energies in modeling transition-metals and alloys can result in quite inaccurate and even misleading results. Elimination of the freeatom electronic-relaxation contributions from exper imental E coh , which provides the genuine interatomic bond-energy, E b , is a natural remedy to the problem that has been overlooked in many studies. Moreover, linear correlations between several fcc TM thermal properties and E b are highly superior to those based on E coh . While other cases of E coh misuse can most probably be found in current and past works, hopefully this article by shading light on this issue will prevent future studies from falling into the pitfall, especially when modeling other E b related properties.
